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Expediting COVID Research Solutions by 

Stimulating and Automating Cross-Discipline 

Collaboration: The University of Chicago 

Approach 
An InfoReady Review Case Study 

 

 
Since the outbreak of our current pandemic, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) has been 

devoting significant resources to funding COVID research and, understandably, their grants 

must of necessity be directed toward proven, high-potential research from established 

investigators. But what of innovative, promising but unproven, and often interdisciplinary 

research approaches that offer high reward but also entail high risk in terms of therapeutic 

success? 

 

That’s where the University of Chicago’s BIG program – Big Ideas Generator – comes to the 

fore. A seed fund for novel, high-impact research which was recently administered by Sarah 

Lain former, Assistant Director of Research Innovation, Office of Research and National 

Laboratories at U Chicago, (now Director of Business Development for the University of 

South Florida's Institute of Applied Engineering), Sarah says the BIG initiative was designed 

to support early stage, “proof of concept” research simply too risky to qualify for federal 

grants. And while the size of BIG’s grants are modest, up to $75,000, the timeline is 

anything but. That’s because the overarching objective of BIG is to identify successful 

approaches as quickly as possible to qualify for additional federal funding and expeditiously 

translate those promising lab findings into patient solutions – especially critical for at-risk 

underserved populations. While the Big Ideas Generator was initially piloted in 2014 

championed by Elena Zinchenko, Executive Director of Research Development Support and 

faculty at UChicago’s Booth School of Business, long before the COVID pandemic 

appeared, its value today in dealing with the current perfect storm of a new virus, globally 

susceptible populations, and no existing vaccines is unquestionable. 

 

Sarah notes that the University of Chicago is especially suited for warp-speed projects like 

BIG both because of its world-class research faculty and its institutional affiliation with 

Argonne National Laboratory and the Howard Taylor Ricketts Laboratory (HTRL). For 

purposes of COVID research, the interrelationships of these three organizations was 

serendipitous, aligning highly qualified and respected scientists with Argonne’s Advanced 

Photon Source function (which decodes the proteins behind drug-resistant super bugs), 

and with the added capabilities of the Ricketts Lab, one of 13 regional biocontainment 

facilities. But along with that serendipity came the challenge of finding a platform that could 



deal with the different administrative systems, research objectives, and criteria of each 

institution. 

 

So much for people and place, but a third key element of BIG is speed, and that’s where 

Sarah’s efforts and her adoption of InfoReady Review take center stage. In some ways, the 

notion of “speed” applied to academic research is almost an oxymoron. Traditional 

academic research is purposefully deliberate, painstaking, and thorough; it has to be to 

meet institutional and funding guidelines and be acceptable by peer-reviewed publications. 

But when human life is dependent on the urgency of finding effective research solutions – a 

COVID vaccine, for example – the pace of traditional academic research simply won’t do. 

 

With urgency so central to BIG’s efforts in stimulating innovative research, the University’s 

Vice Provost of Research joined senior officers from the University’s Pritzker School of 

Medicine and the Ricketts Lab in serving as key decision makers for the awards, and the 

Vice Provost in particular championed the use of InfoReady Review as the best means of 

achieving the required speed. Sarah’s role was a multiple one – “priming the pump” by 

means of hosting webinars and forums on COVID (attracting 650 participants), publicizing 

BIG grant availabilities to faculty and scientists, utilizing InfoReady Review in an expedited 

application submission and review process, in communicating the awards and feedback to 

participants, and in providing metrics to supervisory offices.  

 

“There has to be a technology that can keep up with COVID urgency,” explains Sarah Lain, 

“and that’s Review. It’s incredibly useful for emergency preparedness and is doing the work 

of 3 people for us. It’s accepted by faculty, even those who’ve not previously used it, due to 

Review’s reputation as the number one research platform in higher education. And it’s both 

user-friendly and conveys meaningful information. What I especially appreciate is how it 

connects systems-level work with what we do on a tactical, detailed level.” 

 

For these expedited BIG grants, Sarah cites a number of Review functionalities that helped 

achieve a successful outcome. One is Review’s ability to assign different sets of selection 

criteria based on different outcomes; that turned out to be instrumental in navigating the 

very different research objectives and criteria at the University of Chicago’s Health System 

and the Rickett’s Lab in particular. Another very important benefit of Review for Sarah is the 

platform’s ability to automate and manage different spreadsheets. 

 

But as critically important as statistical spreadsheet data can be in making research award 

decisions, having qualitative data to contextualize that quantitative data may be even more 

critical. “InfoReady Review’s ability to anonymously allow discourse, comments, and honest 

opinions, without bias due to personalities or ‘groupthink,’ adds a great deal of perspective 

and understanding to the process,” Sarah continues. “It also safeguards us from the 

‘Abilene Paradox’ in which participants go along with a decision even though no one thinks 

it’s the best option.” 

https://www.inforeadycorp.com/review-for-research-administration


 

What’s hard to overstate is the collaborative, interdisciplinary, warp speed effort stimulated 

by BIG and enabled, via the work of Sarah and her colleagues, through InfoReady Review. 

The uniqueness and novelty of BIG’s approach to academic research can best be 

understood by quoting from an actual research submission: 

 

“In isolation, no academic endeavor can achieve a real impact in the treatment of SARS-

CoV-2 on a relevant timescale (6-12 months). This is the motivating philosophy behind our 

effort: break down the traditional academic motivations and barriers, and instead build a 

truly team-based and collaborative approach aimed at a common goal. 

 

The novelty of our approach lies primarily in the people – computational scientists, chemical 

biologists, synthetic organic chemists, and biologists – all working together to develop 

SARS-CoV-2 therapeutics.” 

 

Another research proposal eloquently expresses the saliency of BIG from the perspective of 

a research scientist: “The current funding climate can make it difficult to take risks with 

untested ideas. Beyond seed funding, growing a project from its exploratory stage into a full 

research agenda requires long-term assistance. BIG provides comprehensive support and 

competitive seed funding for risky but promising ideas in basic research.” 

 

Thanks to the University of Chicago’s Big Ideas Generator, and the dedication and efforts of 

administrators like Sarah Lain and the institution’s research community, with assistance 

from InfoReady Review, there’s every reason to believe it won’t be long before the 

devastation of COVID will diminish. 

 

 

 

 

To learn more about Review or Engagement Hub, schedule a demo, or get in touch with 

current InfoReady platform users, contact Amanda or Max at the contact info below. 
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